Explanation of data fields

**Title**: Title of report.

**Author**: Author(s) where stated and different from Organisation. Only some reports identify individual authors.

**Date of Production**: Date report was originally produced or published.

**Organisation**: Name of company, government agency etc. responsible for conducting the work described in the report and/or authoring and/or producing the report.

**Client**: Name of organisation(s) or individual(s) who commissioned and/or funded the work described in the report.

**Heritage Register Code**: Listing Number for places described in the report that are listed on the NSW State Heritage Register. This information is indicative only. Places may be listed on other heritage registers or subject to other statutory protection.

**NSW Historic Theme**: The content of each report was assessed against standard NSW Historic Themes. Up to four themes were linked to each report where possible. This information is indicative only. The content of some reports is relevant to more than four themes or does not easily match them. Users seeking detailed research information should conduct additional searches, for example by keyword.

**Time period**: Where possible the key date(s) of items, places and/or events described in the report has been recorded and categorised.

**Site Location**: Street address or other georeference for places described in the report.

**County**: Name of County where places described in the report were located.

**Local Government Area**: Name of contemporary or current local government area where places described in the report are located.

**Document Type**: A category describing the broad purpose for which the report was produced. This information is indicative only. Reports may have been produced for multiple purposes/audiences or are not easily categorised.

**Original Document Quality**: Recorded to audit the physical quality of the original text and images.

**Contributor**: Name of individual or organisation who donated the report to the collection.

**Matches**: Highlights matches on searched keywords within the context of the original document.

**Similar Items**: Documents similar to the one described by the brief record. Such documents typically contain similar keywords in the title and/or historic theme fields.